
Reporting to Directors

Start date A.S.A.P.

Who are CDP? A specialist graphic design company working exclusively for the construction sector. 

We produce design for print (approx 50%), websites (approx. 25%), renders and animations 

(approx. 20%), branding and identities, social media content and several other categories of 

marketing for our clients. The tone of the content ranges from technical to promotional.

The company has been trading for 51 years and has a stable client base consisting of large, blue 

chip construction product manufacturers as well as medium and smaller companies, most of 

whom are selling their products and services to the specification audience (architects, local 

authorities, large contractors etc.), but to other target groups, too.

Communication of often complex technical information in a well designed elegant, easily 

understood and easily accessible way, is one of the key pillars of our success.  

This has enabled us to develop the long term partnerships with many of our clients that are 

essential to our future success.

Job description The successful candidate will be designing and implementing a range of ‘design for print’ and 

digital projects, sometimes from brief to completion, sometimes picking up, ‘dipping in’ or  

taking over part way.

Work ranges from small, short term, to very large, long term design for print projects; and from 

single social media posts, to full websites or apps on the digital side.

The candidate will be liaising with the directors and absorbing a range of briefs.

On many occasions, the candidate will be interpreting these briefs creatively then executing 

all project stages up to print or going live. This may mean direct contact with clients by email, 

Teams and telephone, at first intermittently, but, in time, contact should develop into strong 

and productive rapports with clients.

On other occasions, often with larger projects, the role will involve picking up partially 

complete projects or templated designs, implementing and interpreting existing guidelines 

and identities, and accurately working through sections of the project for colleagues and/or 

the client to check.

Design and implementation work may involve the following categories:

Brochures, data sheets, manuals, stationery, wall charts, exhibition graphics,  

social media content, websites, app design, infographics, graphic elements for animations, 

branding and identity work, electronic presentations (PPT and PDF), interactive PDFS.

Salary, hours and  
other practicalities

• Salary is £28,000 to £32,000 dependent on experience

• 3 month probation period

• 35 hour week. Nominal hours are 9.30 a.m. to 5.30 p.m., but there is flexibility around start  

and end times

• Some working from home possible

• We use Macs predominantly

• Rural offices in an idyllic setting (but this means that using public transport may prove 

challenging – ideally the candidate will have a car and driving licence)
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Skills Must have: 

• Creativity

• Accuracy and thoroughness

• Ability to work with and interpret existing identities

• Good communication skills with colleagues AND clients

• Ability to take projects through from design concepts to finished artwork/PDFs,  

 or to ‘pick up and run with’ projects part way through

• Ability to prepare and check artwork

• Ability to brief illustrators, printers, coders, etc., as required

• Strong typographic skills

• Willingness to work on technical information as well as more creative projects

Knowledge Must have good knowledge of and working experience of:

• InDesign

• Photoshop

• Illustrator

• Wordpress + some knowledge/experience of CSS / HTML coding

• PowerPoint

• Acrobat

Nice to have:

• Word

• Excel

• Dreamweaver

• After Effects

• Adobe XD

Would be good to have: 

• Some experience with construction, engineering or similar (technically orientated) clients

Qualifications • Minimum 3 years’ experience

• Strong portfolio showing design for print and digital range

Attitude • Positivity

• Team spirit

• Ability to be collaborative as well as work alone 

• Patience and capacity to work through large, complex projects accurately and consistently

• Ambition – desire to progress, take on responsibility, handle clients, travel to meetings, etc.

Other requirements • Will need a car as we are in rural setting

• Be willing to travel to see clients 

• Opportunity to work partly from home
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